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We apply the many-particle Schrödinger-Newton equation,which describes the co-evolution of an many-
particlequantumwave function and aclassicalspace-time geometry, to macroscopic mechanical objects. By
averaging over motions of the objects’ internal degrees of freedom, we obtain an effective Schrödinger-Newton
equation for their centers of mass, which are degrees of freedom that can be monitored and manipulated at
the quantum mechanical levels by state-of-the-art optoemchanics experiments. For a single macroscopic object
moving quantum mechanically within a harmonic potential well, we found that its quantum uncertainty evolves
in a different frequency from its classical eigenfrequency — with a difference that depends on the internal
structure of the object, and can be observable using currenttechnology. For several objects, the Schrödinger-
Newton equation predicts semiclassical motions just like Newtonian physics, yet they do not allow quantum
uncertainty to be transferred from one object to another through gravity.

Introduction.—Prescribing and testing modifications to non-
relativistic macroscopic quantum mechanics due to self grav-
ity has been one, although minor, approach towards the explo-
ration of nontrivial effects of quantum gravity. Apart from the
standard formulation of linearized quantum gravity [1], which
seems rather implausible to test in the lab, several types of
schemes have been proposed [2–12]. The first type isgrav-
ity decoherence[2–6, 13–15], where the existence of grav-
ity is conjectured to introduce decoherence to macroscopic
quantum superpositions. The second type modifies canonical
quantization motivated by the existence of a minimum length
scale [7–9]. A third type, which will be the subject of this
paper, is often referred to assemiclassical gravity[10–12].
As originally suggested by Moller [10] and Rosenfeld [11],
spacetime structure mightstill remain classicaleven if it is
sourced by matters which have quantized motion. The idea is
to impose the following condition (G = c = 1):

Gµν = 8π〈ψ|T̂µν|ψ〉 , (1)

where Gµν is the Einstein tensor of the (3+1)-D classical
spacetime,̂Tµν is an operator for the energy-stress tensor, and
|ψ(t)〉 is the wave function of all matter in the universe, which
evolves within this classical spacetime.

Many arguments existagainstsemiclassical gravity. Some
rely on the conviction that a classical system (gravity) can-
not properly interact with a quantum system (electroweak plus
strong interactions) without creating contradictions. Others
are based on “instrinsic” mathematical inconsistencies, the
most famous one between Eq. (1), state collapse, and the
Bianchi Identity [16]. Towards the former type of argument, it
is exactly the aim of this paper to work out the effects of grav-
ity being classical on the quantum mechanics of macroscopic
objects. Although we will find them counter intuitive, they do
not seem to us as completely dismissible right away. In fact,
we shall find these effects “right on the horizon of testability”
by current experimental technology. Towards the latter type of
arguments, we shall remain open minded regarding the possi-
bility of getting rid of state reduction while at the same time
avoiding the many-world interpretation [17].

We will consider the non-relativistic version of Eq. (1),
the so-called Schrödinger-Newton (SN) equation, for macro-
scopic objects each consisting of many particles, and show
that within certain experimental parameter regimes, the
center-of-mass (CM) wavefunction approximately satisfies
the following nonlinear Schrödinger-Newton equation (with
~ = 1):

i
∂Ψ

∂t
=

[

− ∇
2

2M
+

1
2

Mω2
cx2 +

1
2
C(x− 〈x〉)2

]

Ψ . (2)

Here〈x〉 ≡ 〈Ψ|x̂|Ψ〉 is the expectation value of CM position;
ωc is the eigenfrequency of CM motion in absence of self
gravity; we shall refer toC as the SN coupling constant, and
ωSN ≡

√
C/M the SN frequency.

For a single macroscopic object prepared in a squeezed
Gaussian state, Eq. (2) leads to a different evolutions of ex-
pectation values and quantum uncertainties, as illustrated in
Fig.1. Such a distinctive deviation could be tested by op-
tomechanical devices in the quantum regime [18–21]. For two
macroscopic objects interacting through gravity, we show fur-
ther, using the two-body counterpart of Eq. (2), that classical
gravity cannot be used to transfer quantum information — al-
though experimental demonstration of this effect will be much
more difficult than the modification to single-object dynamics.

Here we emphasize that it isnotour aim toexplainthe col-
lapse of quantum states using the SN equation, as has been
attempted in the literature [22–24]. In fact, we will avoid alto-
gether the regime in which wavefunctions can be highly dis-
torted [25–27] by the nonlinearity of the SN equation, or other
proposed quantum-gravity effects, and constrain ourselves to
Gaussian states whose evolutions only deviate very little from
predictions of standard quantum mechanics. The experimen-
tal tests we propose will require less isolation from the envi-
ronment, for much shorter periods of time, although the price
we pay is higher level of dependence on the models we are
testing, and less dramatic symptoms for those models.

Many-particle SN equation.—For n particles, we denote
their joint wave function asψ(t, X) with 3n-D vector X ≡
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FIG. 1. (Color online). By contrast with the standard Schrödinger
evolution (left panel), the covariance ellipse of a Gaussian state, un-
der the Schrödinger-Newton Equation (right panel), rotates at an an-
gular frequencyωq ≡ (ω2

c + ω
2
SN)1/2 higher thanωc, at which the

vector (〈x〉, 〈p〉) rotates.

(x1, · · · , xn) and xk the 3-D spatial coordinate ofk-th par-
ticle. From Refs. [10, 11], the co-evolution of the (3+1)-D
spacetime background with coordinate (t, x) and then-particle
wave function is given by [cf. Eq. (1)]

Gµν(t, x) =8π
∫

d3nX Tµν(x,X)|ψ(t,X)|2 , (3)

0 =
∑

k

(�k +m2
k)ψ(t, X) , (4)

where�k is the (curved-spacetime) D’Alembertian with re-
spect to thek-th spacetime coordinate andmk is the mass
of the k-th particle. In the non-relativistic limit, Diosi and
Penrose [5, 22] factored out a fast-varying phase,ψ(t, X) ≡
e−i

∑

k mktϕ(t, X), and obtained

i∂tϕ =
∑

k

[

−∇2
k/(2mk) +mk U(t, xk)/2

]

ϕ + V(X)ϕ , (5)

whereV(X) is the energy for non-gravitational interactions,
and the Newtonian potentialU(t, xk) is given by

∇2U(t, x) = 4π
∑

j

∫

d3nX |ϕ(t,X)|2mj δ(x − x j) . (6)

Equations (5) and (6) are still not concrete enough for exper-
imental studies, because we cannot separately probe or drive
the motion of each particle of a macroscopic object. In op-
tomechanical devices, a light beam often probes (and hence
acts back onto) the average displacements of atoms within the
first few layers of the reflective coating of a mirror-endowed
mechanical resonator. Motion of this effective surface loca-
tion can often be well-approximated by the CM motion; the
error of this approximation is referred to as the “internal ther-
mal noise”, and has been shown to be suppressible below the
quantum level of CM motion [28–30].

Separation of scales.—Before actually deriving the CM equa-
tion of motion, let us survey the time and length scales present
in our system, which are critical for separating the CM mo-
tion from the internal motions. To be specific, let us con-
sider a macroscopic object (crystal) with equal-mass particles
(atoms, massm) positioned on a uniform 3-D lattice.

For time scales, the CM motion is determined externally
by the measurements we chose to perform. In this paper,
we consider motions from Hz to kHz scale. By contrast,
the internal motion — the oscillation of the nuclei around
their equilibrium positions on the lattice — takes place at the
Debye frequencyωD of the material, which is around tens
of THz — much faster than the CM motion [31]. The co-
herence time of CM motion can be made very high, up to
τCM ∼ Q/ωCM ∼ 1014/ω2

CM, whereQ is the mechanical qual-
ity factor and we have used the fact thatQωCM ≈ 1012 ∼ 1014

for low-loss materials [20]; τCM can be minutes or even hours,
and this is orders of magnitude longer than the coherence time
τint of the internal motion, which is usually less thanµs, even
under cryogenic temperature [32].

For length scales, the typical CM motion, during a
quantum-limited measurement process, is characterized by
its zero-point motion, and∆xCM(10−3–10 kg, 1–1000 Hz)∼
10−17–10−19 m. In comparison, the zero-point motion for an
internal degree of freedom (DOF), i.e., a nucleus, is given by
∆xint ∼

√
~/(2mωint) wherem is the mass of the nucleus, usu-

ally between 10 and 100 times the mass of the proton (∼ 28 for
a Silicon crystal). Since the typical frequency of the internal
motionωint is close to the Debye frequencyωD ∼ 1014 s−1,
we have∆xint ∼ 10−12 m, which is much larger than∆xCM.
Therefore, the quantum mechanical CM motion we impose
externally is tiny compared with internal motions.

SN equation for the CM.—Keeping the above separations
of scales in mind, we derive the SN equation for the CM.
Suppose we have a crystal withn atoms, then the CM is at
xCM = (1/n)

∑

k xk and the internal motion of thek-th parti-
cle with respect to the CM is defined asyk ≡ xk − xCM. In
standard quantum mechanics, given a Hamiltonian that only
depends on the separation of particles, the CM and the inter-
nal DOFs are separable:ϕ(t,X) = ΨCM(t, xCM)Ψint(t, Y), with
3(n−1)-D vectorY ≡ (y1, · · · , yn−1). The two wavefunctions
evolve independently when the external force acts directlyon
the center of mass [throughV(x)]:

i∂tΨCM(t, x) =
[

−∇2/(2M) + V(x)
]

ΨCM(t, x) , (7)

i∂tΨint(t,Y) = HintΨint(t,Y) . (8)

HereHint acts only on the the internal DOFs.
In the case of the SN equation, however, the Newtonian

potentialU in Eq. (5) does not allow a strictly separable evo-
lution ofΨCM andΨint. Nevertheless, as we will show, the CM
and the internal DOFs can beapproximately separableat time
scales long compared with the coherence time of the internal
DOFs, but much shorter than the CM dynamical time scale.
Suppose at timet, we have a product of pure states of CM and
the internal DOFs, and let us consider an evolution fromt to
t + ∆t with increment∆t satisfying

τCM ≫ ω−1
CM & ∆t ≫ τint ≫ ω−1

int , (9)

therefore focusing on the evolution time scale of the CM.
Within ∆t, the internal DOFs suffer from decoherence. To
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accommodate this fact, let us evaluate the state evolution by
using density matrices. At momentt, the joint density ma-
trix is given by ρ̂(t) = |ϕ(t)〉〈ϕ(t)| = ρ̂CM(t) ⊗ ρ̂int(t), where
we have introduced ˆρCM(t) = |ΨCM(t)〉〈ΨCM(t)| and ρ̂int(t) =
|Ψint(t)〉〈Ψint(t)|. Since we are mainly interested in the effect
of the Newtonian potentialU, we move into an interaction
picture in whichU is the only interaction Hamiltonian. Up to
the first order of∆t, we have

ρ̂I (t + ∆t) − ρ̂I (t) =
i
2

∫ t+∆t

t
dt′[ÛI (t′), ρ̂I (t)] (10)

with ρ̂I (t) = ρ̂(t) = ρ̂CM(t) ⊗ ρ̂int(t) initially. Here the New-
tonian potential operator̂UI (t) is a simplified notation for
ÛI (t, Ŷ(t), x̂CM(t)), defined as [cf. Eqs. (5) and (6)]

ÛI (t) = m2
∑

k, j

∫

d3x
Tr

{

ρ̂I (t) δ[ŷ j(t) + x̂CM(t) − x]
}

|x − ŷk(t) − x̂CM(t)|
. (11)

Note thatŷk(t) andx̂CM(t) are operators in the interaction pic-
ture with time evolution under the free Hamiltonian and the
influence of thermal decoherence.

Because∆t ≫ τint, the internal DOFs undergo strong deco-
herence and we can therefore assume the internal motionŶ(t)
in the interaction picture isergodic, and the time average can
be approximately by the ensemble average:

1
∆t

∫ t+∆t

t
dt′ÛI (t′) = Trint[ρ̂en

int ÛI ] + ǫerr. (12)

The ensemble density matrix of the internal motion ˆρen
int, dif-

fering from ρ̂I (t), is equal to the one averaged over thermal
equilibrium. The error termǫerr in this approximation is sup-
pressed by two factors: (i) the small ratio between the coher-
ence timeτint and∆t, which breaksǫerr into many incoherent
contributions in time, and (ii) the large number of independent
atoms, which further breaksǫerr into many independent con-
tributions from different atoms. Appendix B provides more
details for estimatingǫerr.

Under assumption (12), at the time scale we choose, the CM
and the internal DOFs will remain separable; the CM state
will remain pure up to the decoherence timeτCM, while the
internal DOF will undergo decoherence at a much faster time
scale. After singling out the CM, we obtain the SN equation
for the CM in the interaction picture,

i∂tΨCM = Trint[ρ̂en
int ÛI/2]ΨCM. (13)

In Appendix A, we show that when∆xCM ≪ ∆xint, keeping
the leading order inxCM, we can write

Trint[ρ̂
en
int ÛI ] ≈ E′′(0)/2

[

〈x̂2
CM〉 − 2〈x̂CM〉x̂CM + x̂2

CM

]

(14)

after having restricted center-of-mass motion along one par-
ticular direction. Here〈x̂CM〉 ≡ 〈ΨCM|x̂CM|ΨCM〉; E′′ is the
double (directional) derivative of the Newtonian potential en-
ergyE(x) between the mass distribution according to the in-
ternal motion and the same distribution but translated byx,

E(x) =
"

d3x′d3x′′
̺int(x′)̺int(x′′)
|x′ − x′′ + x|

, (15)

with ̺int(x) the matter density at positionx, given by:

̺int(x) =
∑

k

mk

∫

d3n−3Y Tr
[

〈Y|ρ̂en
int|Y〉δ(x − yk)

]

. (16)

Neglecting the c-number term〈x2
CM〉 − 〈xCM〉2 as it only adds

an overall phase to the wave function and putting back the free
part of the Hamiltonian for the CM, we obtain Eq. (2) shown
at the very beginning with SN coupling constant defined by:

C ≡ E′′(0)/2 . (17)

Estimates forωSN.— Let us now estimate the magnitude of
ωSN. Suppose we have an object with massM and sizeL;
assuming an absolutely homogeneous mass distribution, we
obtain

Chom ≈ 3GM2/(2L3) ≈ 3GMρ0/2, ωhom
SN ≈

√

3Gρ0, (18)

where we put back the Newton’s constantG andρ0 is the den-
sity of the homogenous material. This is a typical order of
magnitude obtained in the literature. However, according to
results obtained so far in the paper, we must account for the
concentration of material near the equilibrium positions of the
nuclei, with∆xint ≪ alattice, we can roughly model the ob-
ject’s matter distribution according to ˆρint as a square lattice
of solid balls with radius∆xint and constant density — with
lattice spacing equal toalattice. It is easy to argue that the self
gravitational energyE of such a lattice is dominated by the
sum of the self energies of each ball, which gives

Ccrystal≈ ChomΛ, Λ ≡ (alattice/∆xint)3 . (19)

In other words, we have an amplification factorΛ ≫ 1 for
the SN constant. For Silicon atT = 100 K, we already have
~ωD ∼ 7kBT and the variance of nucleus thermalized motion
is about the same as∆x2

int. Noting further thatalattice ≈ 5 ×
10−10m, ρ0 ≈ 2.7g/cm3, and∆xint ∼ 5× 10−12m, we have

Λ ∼ 106 , ω
crystal
SN ∼ 0.4 s−1. (20)

We shall use thisωcrystal
SN as our baseline estimate forωSN

throughout the rest of the paper.

Evolutions of Gaussian States.—As one can easily prove, an
initial Gaussian state evolves under Eq. (2) will remain Gaus-
sian. Here we write down the self-contained evolution equa-
tions for first- and second-moments ofx and p, which com-
pletely determine the evolving Gaussian state:

Md〈x〉/dt = d〈p〉/dt, d〈p〉/dt = −Mω2
c〈x〉 , (21)

V̇xx = 2Vxp/M , V̇pp = −2M(ω2
c + ω

2
SN)Vxp , (22)

V̇xp = Vpp/M − M(ω2
c + ω

2
SN)Vxx . (23)

For covariance we have definedVAB ≡ 〈ÂB̂+ B̂Â〉/2− 〈Â〉〈B̂〉.
Equation (21) indicates that expectation values of ˆx and p̂
evolve the same way as a standard simple harmonic oscilla-
tor with angular frequencyωc; this means anysemiclassical
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measurement of the oscillator on expectation values ofx and
p will confirm classical physics. Evolutions of second mo-
ments, i.e., the covariance matrix, which representquantum
uncertainties, however, are modified; they evolve the same
way as a harmonic oscillator with a modified frequency:

ωq ≡
√

ω2
c + ω

2
SN , (24)

as illustrated in Fig.1. In Appendix C, we show that the differ-
ence between first- and second-moment evolution may show
up in the output spectrum of an optomechanical system in the
quantum regime. In order to measure the effect of the SN
term, one must be able to distinguish betweenωc andωq, by
requiringωq−ωc > ωc/Q, whereQ is the quality factor of the
mechanical oscillator. This requires

Q >∼ (ωSN/ωc)2 , (25)

which is experimentally achievable ifωSN ≈ 0.4 s−1, ωCM ≈
2π × 103Hz, andQ >∼ 2× 108 [33].

SN equation for two macroscopic objects.—If gravity is intro-
duced as an interaction potential between two objects which
are confined within potential wells with common eigenfre-
quencyω0, and moving along the same direction as the sepa-
ration vectorL between their equilibrium positions, we have

V̂ = C12(x̂CM1 − x̂CM2)
2 (26)

with

C12 ≡
1
2
∂2E12

∂L2
, E12 ≡

∫

d3x1d3x2
Gρ̃(1)

int (x1)ρ̃
(2)
int (x2)

|x1 − x2 − L|
, (27)

whereρ̃(1)
tot and ρ̃(2)

tot are ensemble-averaged mass distribution
densities for objects 1 and 2, respectively. This weak coupling
makes differential mode of the two CM motions oscillate at a
slightly higher frequency — thereby allowing quantum state
to slosh between the two objects, at a frequency of∆ = |ω+ −
ω−| = C12/(2Mω0). In order for information to successfully
transfer, one requires both objects to be in equilibrium with a
heat bath withkBT <∼ ~Ωc, and∆ >∼ ω0/Q, which requires

Q >∼ Mω2
0/C12 . (28)

Suppose we instead use the SN equation for two macroscopic
objects in this scenario. Following the same procedure as
above, we obtain the SN equation for the CMs of two objects:

i∂tΨ12 = [H11 + H22 + E12− H12]Ψ12 . (29)

HereH11,22 are the sum of the free Hamiltonian and the SN
interaction term for each individual CM [as in Eq. (2)] , E12

is the zero point of the mutual Newtonian interaction energy
andH12 is given by,

H12 = C12

[

(xCM1 − 〈xCM2〉)2 + (xCM2 − 〈xCM1〉)2
]

/2. (30)

Equation (30) makes sure that only expectation value of posi-
tion gets transferred between the two objects (same way as in

classical physics), whilequantum uncertainty does not trans-
fer from one object to the other.In retrospect, the expecta-
tion value gets transferred because the semiclassical limit of
the SN equation is simply Newtonian physics; quantum un-
certainty does not get transferred because classical space-time
is incapable of storing, let along passing on, quantum uncer-
tainty.

However, becauseC12 ∼ GM2/L3 <∼ GMρ0 ≪ C, the lack
of the amplification factorΛ [Eq. (19)] in C12, makes theQ
required [Eq. (28)] for testing the inability of classical gravity
to transfer quantum information is much larger than the the
threshold for testing the self-gravity effect. We will be forced
to requireωc ≈ 2π × 1 Hz, if Q ∼ 2× 108, which seems very
challenging for ground-based experiments, yet might not be
impossible [34].

Discussions—In this paper, we have taken the liberty to as-
sume that spacetime might be classical [12]. In our opinion,
due to the lack of precision experimental tests on the quan-
tum coherence of dynamical gravity, semiclassical gravityis
still worth testing. In fact, our calculations show that detecting
the consequences of classical gravity using quantum mechani-
cal phenomena requires carefully designed experiments using
techniques that have not been available until recently.

A concrete mathematical formulation of non-relativistic
semiclassical gravity, namely the SN equation, combined with
basic knowledge of condensed-matter physics, has revealed
self-gravity effects in macroscopic objects that can be tested
much more easily than performing the more obvious (but less
model dependent) experiment of demonstrating impossibility
of information transfer. Thanks to the amplification factor
Λ, this “much easier test” seems only moderately challeng-
ing with current technology.

We speculate that the rate gravity decoherence should also
be expedited by the sameΛ1/2 ∼ 1000, because gravita-
tional self energy is also used as an indicator of decoherence
time [5]. However, due to the lack of a widely-accepted mi-
croscopic model of gravity decoherence, this only makes it
more hopeful to make experimental attempts, but would not
enforce a very powerful bound if decoherence were not to be
found.

Since our classical gravity model literally requires the exis-
tence of a global wave function of the universe that does not
collapse, in the arguably unlikely case the proposed experi-
mental test shows any positive result, we will open up the op-
portunity of investigating the fundamental nature of quantum
measurement using gravity.
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APPENDICES

A. Details in calculating Trint[ρ̂en
int ÛI ]

In this section, we will fill in details that would lead to
Eq. (2). Let us first define

xk = yk + xCM , k = 1, . . . , n . (A.1)

Herexk are positions of thek-th particle,xCM is the center-
of-mass position, whileyk areinternal motions, with the con-
straint that

∑n
k=1 yk = 0. For a density matrix ˆρ that is fac-

torable into ˆρ = ρ̂en
int ⊗ ρ̂CM, the CM and the internal motions

are independent from each other. For this ˆρ, we can easily
obtain the matter-density distribution

̺tot(x)/m=
n

∑

k=1

tr
[

δ(3)(x − xk)ρ̂en
int ⊗ ρ̂CM

]

=

n
∑

k=1

∫

d3n−3Yd3xCMρ̃int(Y)ρ̃CM(xCM)δ(3)[x − (yk + xCM)] ,

(A.2)

where for convenience we have defined

ρ̃int(Y) ≡ 〈Y|ρ̂en
int|Y〉 , ρ̃CM(xCM) ≡ 〈xCM|ρ̂CM|xCM〉 . (A.3)

In a similar way, we can also define matter-density distribu-
tions given by the internal motion alone (assumingxCM = 0),
as well as the center-of-mass matter-density distribution:

̺int(x) =
N

∑

k=1

m
∫

d3n−3Yρ̃int(Y)δ(3)[x − yk] , (A.4)

̺CM(x) =mρ̃CM(x) . (A.5)

Together, Eqs. (A.2) and (A.4) gives

̺tot(x) =
∫

̺int(x − y)̺CM(y)d3y , (A.6)

which is rather intuitive. We can then write

N
∑

k=1

U(ρ̂, x̂k) =m
N

∑

k=1

∫

̺tot(x)
|x − ŷk − x̂CM|

d3x

=m
N

∑

k=1

∫

̺tot(x)δ(3)(z − ŷk)
|x − z − x̂CM|

d3xd3z (A.7)

This leads to

trint















ρ̂en
int

N
∑

k=1

U(ρ̂, x̂k)















=

∫

̺int(x − y)̺cm(y)̺int(z)
|x − z − x̂CM|

d3xd3yd3z

=

∫

d3y ̺cm(y)
∫

d3xd3z
̺int(x)̺int(z)
|x − z + y − x̂CM|

. (A.8)

At this stage, if we define

E(x) ≡
∫

d3yd3z
̺int(y)̺int(z)
|y − z + x|

, (A.9)

this is the mutual gravitational potential energy between a
matter distribution̺ int and an identical one translated byx.
If translation is along one direction, with a magnitude much
less than the scale in whichE changes, then

E(x) ≈ E′′(0)x2/2+ E(0) (A.10)

The constant energy piece does not affect wave function evo-
lution except adding an overall phase — which can also be
absorbed into the definition of the internal wavefunction. This
means

trint[ρ̂en
int ÛI ] =

1
2
E′′(0)

∫

(y − x̂CM)2̺cm(y)d3y

=
1
2
E′′(0)

[

〈x̂2
CM〉 − 2〈x̂CM〉x̂CM + x̂2

CM

]

. (A.11)

B. Estimation of the Fluctuation Term

In this section, we estimate the error of the fluctuation
which appears in Eq. (12):

1
∆t

∫ t+∆t

t
dt′ÛI (t

′) =u+ ǫerr , (B.1)

with

u =trint















ρ̂en
int

n
∑

k=1

m U(ρ̂, x̂k)















≈ Gnm2

∆x3
int

∆x2
CM (B.2)

ǫerr =
m
∆t

∫ t+∆t

t
dt′

n
∑

k=1

[

Ûk(t′) − 〈Ûk(t′)〉
]

. (B.3)

Here the〈. . .〉 in ǫerr represents ensemble average. It would
not be difficult to estimate, by squaring Eq. (B.3) and taking
expectation value, that

√

〈ǫ2
err〉 ∼ m

√

nτ∗
∆t

(∆U) ∼ Gnm2

∆xint

√

τ∗

n∆t
(B.4)

Hereτ∗ is the coherence time of̂Uk(t), ∆U is the likely range
in which U can fluctuate, while the number of particlesn en-
ters this way because motions of atoms are largely indepen-
dent from each other. This means we have

ǫerr

u
∼

(

∆xint

∆xCM

)2 √

τ∗

n∆t
(B.5)

Here the separation of time scales, plus the large number of
n, can often overcome∆xint/∆xCM factor and makeǫerr ≪
u. This means we can ignore the error introduced by using
ensemble average.
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C. Effective Heisenberg Equations of Motion and Coupling with
Optical Field

The fact that Gaussian states leads to Gaussian states en-
courages us to look for effective Heisenberg equations of mo-
tion, which will at least be valid for Gaussian states. It is easy
to find that

dx̂/dt =p̂/M (C.1)

dp̂/dt = − Mω2
c x̂+ Mω2

NS(x̂− 〈x̂〉) (C.2)

will give the same set of first- and second-moment equations
of motion. Note that in the Heisenberg picture, the initial state
of the oscillator remains constant.

Let us now consider a more realistic scenario, in which the
oscillator is damped with decay rateγm, driven with classical
thermal noise and other classical driving; we also consider
using light to sense the position of the mirror, in which we also
suffer from sensing noise. The entire process can be described
by the following set of equations:

dx̂/dt =p̂/M , (C.3)

dp̂/dt = − M[ω2
c x̂+ 2γmp̂+ ω2

NS(x̂− 〈x̂〉)] + αâ+ f , (C.4)

b̂2 =â2 + n+ αx̂ , b̂1 = â1 . (C.5)

Hereγm is the rate of damping,α is the optomechanical cou-
pling constant,f is classical driving (we ignore the tiny quan-
tum contribution from the thermal force). We have useda1,2

to represent the quadratures of the incoming optical field, and
b1,2 those of the out-going field. We have usedn to denote
classical or quantum sensing noise.

This set of equations can be solved first for〈x̂〉 by taking
the expectation value of the first two equations, and then insert
this back to obtain the entire solution. If we define

χ0 = −
1

M(ω2 + 2iγmω − ω2
c)

(C.6)

χg = −
1

M(ω2 + 2iγmω − ω2
q)
, ωq =

√

ω2
c + ω

2
NS , (C.7)

then we can write, in the frequency domain,

b2 = â2 + αχgâ1 + χ0 f + n . (C.8)

Because bothχg andχ0 in the time domain are Green func-
tions of stable systems, Eq. (C.8) represent the steady-state
solution for the out-going field, which is only determined by
the in-going optical field and the classical driving field — ini-
tial states of the mechanical oscillator does not matter [similar
to the case of Ref. [35, 36]].

Equation (C.8) carries the separation between classical and
quantum rotation frequencies in the previous section (Fig.1)
into the frequency spectrum of our measuring device: quan-
tum radiation-pressure noise spectrum in the output port of
the continuous measuring device is the same as an oscillator
with frequencyωq, and therefore peaks aroundωq — while

classical noise follows that of an oscillator with frequencyωc,
and peaks atωc. In order to look for such a signature, we will
need classical force noise to be comparable in level to quan-
tum noise, and have the two peaks to be resolvable,

ωq − ωc
>∼ γm (C.9)

which means

Q >∼ (ωc/ωm)2 (C.10)

whereQ is the quality factor of the mechanical oscillator.

D. SN Equation for Two Macroscopic Objects

Following the analysis in Appendix. A, here we deal with
two macroscopic objects. For simplicity, let us assume the
two objects as identical, and define

x(I )
k = y(I )

k + x(1)
CM , k = 1, . . . , n , I = 1, 2. (C.11)

As the distance between the two objects is macroscopic, their
wavefunctions have no overlap. We also have

̺
(I )
tot(x) =

∫

̺
(I )
int(x − y) ̺(I )

CM(y)d3y , I = 1, 2 . (C.12)

The total SN term in the joint SN equation will be

2
∑

I=1

n
∑

k=1

U(ρ̂, x̂(I )
k ) =

2
∑

I ,J=1

n
∑

k=1

∫

̺
(I )
tot(x)

|x − x̂(J)
k |

d3x (C.13)

It is easy to identify contributions to the self-SN terms:

n
∑

k=1

∫

̺
(1)
tot(x)

|x − x̂(1)
k |

d3x→ H11,

n
∑

k=1

∫

̺
(2)
tot(x)

|x − x̂(2)
k |

d3x→ H22.

(C.14)

The mutual SN terms can be evaluated via ensemble averaging
overρ̂en

int = ρ̂
(1) en
int ⊗ ρ̂(2) en

int :

trint















ρ̂en
int

n
∑

k=1

∫

̺
(2)
tot (x)

|x − x̂(1)
k |















≈E12(0)+ E′′12/2
[

x̂2
CM1
− 2x̂CM1〈x̂CM2〉 + 〈x̂2

CM2
〉
]

(C.15)

trint















ρ̂en
int

n
∑

k=1

∫

̺
(1)
tot (x)

|x − x̂(2)
k |















≈E12(0)+ E′′12/2
[

x̂2
CM2
− 2x̂CM2〈x̂CM1〉 + 〈x̂2

CM1
〉
]

(C.16)

whereE12 is given by

E12(x) ≡
∫

d3yd3z
̺

(1)
int (y) ̺(2)

int (z)

|y − z + L + x|
(C.17)


